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A bag that can be used as BCD 
(Buoyancy Control Device) and keeping goods dry!

It can be equipted with multiple options of inflators
(lengths/types) , connections for quick fill cylinder, storages 
for cylinders, EBS systems, etc. 

Open for your demands!

Various possibilities to 
attach your complete 
diving equipment.

BLACK

GREEN

BW CAMOUFLAGE

UW CAMOUFLAGE

All Leptonix LUIGI 
XT weight pockets fit 
to the Backstraps of 
the high perfomance 
professional bag 
family!

Easy accessible 
compartments for 
quick fill cylinder, 
cylinders or EBS 
systems on both 
sides of the 
TACBAGS.



SCENARIOS

LIFTLIFT

Use the TACBAG FAMILY 
as lifting bags!

Multiple hook positions allow 
various possibilities of lifting.

DROPDROP

The inflated bag works like an 
airbag - maximal protection for 
your equipment. The bag also 
keeps floating on surface after 
drop off.

RAFTRAFT

Connect several bags by hooks! 

Result is a raft or a rescue island. 
Even ready to use for transport of 
injured comrades.

Can be pulled by a Jet Ski or a 
Scooter. Also works perfect as a 
tranfer tool for heavy goods and 
equipment.

The advantages of inflation are clear.

But did you ever thought about to use that 
opportuinity for such solutions?
As well - you can use it as a rifle rest.

INFLATED



STORAGESTORAGE

The TACBAG Family can be used 
for hiding and storing sensitive 
equipment underwater, hidden 
and fixed between aquatic plants 
- ready for your mission.

The possibility of deflation allowes se-
veral innovative solutions. First of all, 
the vacuum effect keeps all goods in 
a dry and fixed position, preventing 
them from moving around. 

DEFLATED



TACBAG PRODUCTRANGE

TACBAG 

35

TACBAG035

TACBAG 

40

TACBAG040

TACBAG 

60

TACBAG060

TACBAG 

80

TACBAG080

TACBAG 

SNIPER

TACSNIPER

TACBAG SNIPER is also equiped with 
molle on its back side. That allows you 
to mount the long sniper bag directly onto 
your LUIGI XT harness - or on any other 
molle harness.

TACBAG35 comes with 
backpack straps outside.
Easy to use like a rucksack!

35

TACBAG40/60/80 and TACBAG SNIPER 
- all back straps can be stored safely in a 
special compartment. No straps outside - for 
example during usage as a liftbag or during 
airplane travel.
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40

60

80

SNIPER

An additional inflatable 
compartment at TACBAG 
SNIPER protects your sniper rifle 
and sensitive optics! It works like 
an additional airbag - for example 
during a helicopter drop off.
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TACBAGS

Based on decades of experience developing the legendary Luigi BCD for the 
German Navy and international operational units and rescue teams, we have 
decided to launch a new brand – LEPTONIX.

A brand that does justice to its own significance 
– goal-driven, uncompromising, forceful and lightning-fast.

LEPTONYX – Latin for sea leopard.

Under this brand we will be making available products, services and experiences 
to all recreational and professional divers that otherwise only Special Forces and 
the best of the best have access to.

In future we will be offering a small but impressive selection of innovations that 
we have assembled or developed for you. 

WHAT ARE “SPECIAL FEATURES” IN OUR COMPETITORS’ PRODUCTS 
COME AS STANDARD WITH US. 

A clear design language, premium materials such as “ballistic nylon” and “tactical 
textile”, and quality workmanship testify to the expertise of our specialists.

ALL USE AS BCD IS ON OWN RISK AND OWN HAZARD 

ASSESMENT! PD2 TECHNOLOGY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE 

FOR ANY DAMAGES TO LIVE AND LIMB. 

PD2 TECHNOLOGY CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSILBE.

IF CE CERTIFICATION AND NON MAG VERSION IS 

REQUIRED - PLEASE TALK TO US - WE ARE HAPPY TO 

FIND A SOLUTION CONCERNING YOUR REQUIREMENTS


